
Europe Fest Checklist 
The following is a list of tasks that we will be working on as we learn about the countries of Europe.  Each 
task will need to be completed by it assigned due date.  Any work that is turned in after the due date will 
be docked 20%, as per the class disclosure document.  Please keep this checklist so that you may track 
your work and your scores. 

  Continent Map: Label and color your country with one color.  Using a different 
color, label and color every country that borders your country.  If your country is 
an island country you label the closest surrounding countries and oceans or 
seas.  You should have a total of 2 colors on this map when it is complete.  (See 
your teacher’s example in your classroom). 

 *Physical Map: Find a map of your country in a book or on the computer and 
trace it.  Your country needs to be at least 6 inches by 6 inches on a regular sized 
piece of paper.  Label and color the major geographical features of your country, 
such as mountains, mountain ranges, lakes, rivers, glaciers, deserts, etc..  You 
will need to have a key on your map telling what each color represents.  (See 
your teacher’s example in your classroom) 

*Political map: Locate and label capital cities (mark capital cities with a star), 
major cities, providences, territories, state boundaries (depending on your 
country), and other important, prominent sites.  Include a key with symbols that 
represent each site.  Color the country with one light color. (See your teacher’s 
example in your classroom). 

*Note:  Xerox and computer-generated copies of maps will not be accepted.  We as teachers feel it is 
more beneficial for the students to create their own map than simply printing a map for this particular 
assignment.

 Venn Diagram: Research you country and then create a Venn diagram 
comparing your country and the United States.  This diagram will be generated 
using Google Slides and not hand drawn. Items to compare will come from a list 
of topics given to the class by the teacher. This will be turned in by sharing it with 
the teacher. 

 Article & Worksheet: Research your country and then create a 1-page article 
about your country.  This must be 1-page of text. The article should contain 
interesting facts about your country. Then create a worksheet that will go along 
with the article. The answers to the worksheet will need to come from the article. 
This will be turned in by sharing it with the teacher. 

Puzzle: Come up with 20 unique words (not names of people) that are from or 
used in your country. Then create a crossword or word-search puzzle. This will 
be created using a puzzle maker website. This will be turned in by sharing it with 
the teacher. 
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 Travelers Pamphlet: Research your country and then create a travel brochure 
that promotes all the wonderful things to do in that country.  This will be a 3-fold 
pamphlet with writing and pictures on both sides.  This will be created using 
Google Slides.  It will include graphics, pictures, clip art, and such. It will also 
contain facts and information about possible tourist attractions.  This will be 
turned in by sharing it with the teacher. 

 Bibliography: Create a bibliography of all sources used for everything done for 
the Europe fest experience.  The correct way to create a bibliography will be 
taught in class and in the Library.  Any sources used during this project will need 
to be documented. This will be turned in by sharing it with the teacher. 

 Slides Presentation: After researching your country, create a Google Slide 
Presentation to be used when you present your country to the class. This will 
need to contain at least 5 slides that enhance your presentation. **Slide 
presentations are not meant to be read to the class** Due: Day of your 
Presentation. These are not meant to be shared with the teacher. 

Oral Presentation: These presentations are to be told not read.  Oral 
presentations will begin by March 25.  The last day to give a presentation will be 
March 31.  Be prepared to describe and explain any visual aids that you bring 
and answer any questions about your country.  You have 10 minutes to entertain 
and inform us about your country.  This ten minutes is for the following:

- Set up
- Clean up

- Food distribution (not required, but if done must be tied to your country)
- Games (not required)
-

Anyone going over time will lose points. If you miss this assigned time you will 
only receive 25 points for your presentation.

-Typing Font Rules- 
Everything, except those items already mentioned, must be typed using font sizes 12 or 
14 only.  If you use a 12 point font, you may double space.  If you use a 14-point font you 
need to single space.  Choose your font wisely.  Only Arial, Times, Helvetica, or Comic 
Sans MS will be accepted.  A standard 1-inch margin around your paper is required.  Any 
paper with margins larger than 1 inch will lose points.  The text does not include your 
pictures, diagrams, charts, maps, etc., and should be written so that the reader is 
interested to read about your country.  
Copying word for word out of a book or website is called plagiarism and will result 
in an automatic zero score. 
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